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Swine flu tally set to overtake last yr’s mark before march (Hindustan Times:20190228)

http://paper.hindustantimes.com/epaper/viewer.aspx

VIRUS STRAIN Expert says prolonged winter, higher awareness among people about

getting tested reasons behind spurt

NEW DELHI: North India continues to be in the grips of seasonal flu, with H1N1 (swine flu)

cases likely to cross 15,000 by the end of February, which is more than the 14,992 cases

confirmed in the entire year in 2018.

The National Centre for Disease Control has reported 14,803 confirmed cases across states

till February 24, with 448 deaths. This is less than half the 1,103 deaths confirmed in all of

2018.

“The number of cases reported this year is higher mainly because of two reasons: prolonged

winters; and more people getting tested because of higher awareness,” said Dr Ekta Gupta,

additional professor of virology, Institute of Liver and Biliary Sciences (ILBS).

With 3,964 cases and 137 deaths, Rajasthan reported the most cases and deaths, followed by

Delhi with 2,738 cases and seven deaths.



While Gujarat is a close third in terms of number of cases with 2,726, in the number of

deaths, 88, it is the second highest after Rajasthan. North India continues to be in the grips of

seasonal flu, with H1N1 (swine flu) cases likely to cross 15,000 by the end of February,

which is more than the 14,992 cases confirmed in the entire year in 2018.

The National Centre for Disease Control has reported 14,803 confirmed cases across states

till February 24, with 448 deaths. This is less than half the 1,103 deaths confirmed in all of

2018.

“There has been no change in the strain of the H1N1 virus in circulation. The number of

cases reported this year is higher mainly because of two reasons: prolonged winters; and

more people getting tested because of higher awareness,” said Dr Ekta Gupta, additional

professor of virology, Institute of Liver and Biliary Sciences (ILBS).

With 3,964 cases and 137 deaths, Rajasthan reported the most cases and deaths, followed by

Delhi with 2,738 cases and seven deaths. In Delhi, 460 of the total cases were reported this

week, which is lower than the 609 cases that were reported last week. While Gujarat is a

close third in terms of number of cases with 2,726, in the number of deaths, 88, it is the

second highest after Rajasthan.

Himachal Pradesh and Madhya Pradesh have higher death rates, with 43 of the 199 people

who tested positive for H1N1 dying in MP, and HP recording 256 cases and 32 deaths.

“H1N1 is the predominant strain that is causing 70%-90% of seasonal flu infections. Usually,

there is an increase in the number of cases reported when the structure of the virus changes

and people have no immunity against it. We haven’t observed that. The other reason could be

an increase in the pool of un-immunised people, due to migrations and new births,” said Dr

Nivedita Gupta, senior scientist, Indian Council of Medical Research.

India experiences a second peak of seasonal flu infections during the monsoons.

“In India, especially north India, seasonal influenza peaks during the monsoons and in the

winter months. But it has been observed that if the numbers are high during the one peak, the

numbers are lower in the next. This is because most of the population gains immunity when

there is a spurt in infections,” said Dr Nivedita Gupta.

In case of a fever, doctors suggest taking rest at home as seasonal influenza is a self-limiting

disease. However, kids aged below five, old people above the age of 65, pregnant women and

people with other conditions like diabetes, hypertension, or chronic lung, liver or kidney

should consult a doctor and take oseltamivir if needed. Very small percentage of people with

H1N1 need to be hospitalised. One should look out for red flags such as difficulty breathing,

sputum with blood, or discolouration of skin, lips and nails.

“Flu vaccine has to be administered annually, so cannot be made a part of the national

programme. But people who can afford it should get vaccinated as it only protects you

against the flu and makes symptoms milder but also lowers risk of outbreaks,” Gupta said.



Menstruation

Free sanitary napkins for schoolgirls from March (The Tribune:20190228)

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/punjab/free-sanitary-napkins-for-schoolgirls-from-

march/735725.html

Pupils of Classes VI-XII to get one-third of total annual supply by March 31 | Move to

benefit 6.22 lakh

The supply of free sanitary napkins in the state government schools will begin from March 1.

All girls from Classes VI to XII will get one-third of the total annual supplies by March 31,

as mandated in the supply order handed over by the government to the Nandini Marketing.

The government initiative will cover nearly 6.22 lakh girls.

Talking to the Tribune, programme coordinator Surekha Thakur said: “We have placed the

order and asked the company to start supplying free sanitary napkins immediately. Even if

there is a slight delay in commencement of distribution, the company has been clearly told to

make one-third of the total supplies by March 31.”

Deepak Kumar, Nandini Marketing representative on committee associated with the

distribution of pads, said: “We are ready with our product and packaging. A clarification on

the cover design of the package is still awaited from the government.”

Deputy district education officers have been appointed as the nodal officers of inspection

teams.

The company has to supply around 4.48 crore napkins at a cost of Rs2.75 per piece till March

2020. The government in its Budget recently sanctioned Rs12 crore for the project. The

department has roped in a private company, “Niine”, to provide sanitary napkins (free of

cost) to 100 schools in Patiala, Amritsar, Ludhiana, Tarn Taran and Jalandhar districts.

IN NUMBERS

4.48 cr Napkins to be supplied till March 2020

Rs 2.75 Cost of one napkin

Rs 12 cr Sanctioned by govt for project in Budget



Healthcare

Let’s resist the urge to splurge on healthcare (The Tribune:20190228)

https://www.tribuneindia.com/news/comment/let-s-resist-the-urge-to-splurge-on-

healthcare/735813.html

Dr R Kumar Patients often insist that a medical service provider must write a prescription or

perform a test and not merely deliver a ‘lecture’ on health education. This mindset has

contributed to the abuse of scanty resources. The medical system is also plagued by the lure

of cash incentives for prescribing or conducting tests and procedures.

Goal: There is a need to reduce the role of hospitals and doctors by at least 70-80 per cent,

which is possible through health education.

President, Society for Promotion of Ethical and Affordable healthCare

EXPENDITURE on medical treatment is growing at an unsustainable rate in India. Policy-

makers are increasingly seeking ways to reduce wasteful spend. Rushing to the

doctor/hospital over minor problems arising out of an unhealthy lifestyle, such as

sleeplessness, dehydration and malnutrition, is a common sight. Diagnostic tests are

unnecessarily prescribed for such ‘patients’, followed by administering pills that are costly

and possibly harmful. In some cases, surgical interventions that may be avoidable, risky and

unproductive are carried out. The extravagance can also include spending on services that

lack evidence of producing better health outcomes, as compared to less expensive alternatives

or plain counselling. When two approaches offer identical benefits but have very different

costs, the case for steering patients to the cheaper alternative is made out — for example,

using quality generic medicines instead of branded drugs.

The situation gets complicated due to inefficiencies in the provision of healthcare goods and

services, besides costs incurred while dealing with medical lapses such as preventable

infections in hospitals, and aggressive interventions to save the patient’s life.

There is a dire need for evaluating unnecessary expenditure, implementing waste-reduction

strategies and reducing the monetary burden of patient care. Wasteful spend constitutes about

half of all expenditure on medical treatment. Can India afford the luxury of money-guzzling

healthcare? Can schemes like Ayushman Bharat succeed in the face of unethical exploitation

of scarce national resources?

India spends about 1 per cent of its GDP on healthcare, far less than the US (18%). The latter

is still unable to cope with its medicare demands. Estimates show a wastage of $992 billion

or 37 per cent of the $2.6 trillion annual total spend on patient care in the US. Such

expenditure is also due to ‘overtreatment’ to guard against malpractice lawsuits. Then there is

the case of using potent medicines when none are required — for instance, antibiotics for



viral fever or common cold and cough. Such abuse of antibiotics or other medicines is not

only unnecessary, but it also enhances the cost and jeopardises health. Another example is

continued chemotherapy treatment for patients with cancer at an advanced stage. Such

treatment can cost lakhs of rupees, but may extend a patient’s life by only a few weeks.

Many patients have physical symptoms that are not explained by any disease. The

underlying cause may be depression, anxiety, financial loss or marital discord. Nevertheless,

these patients often demand — and receive — extensive examination and treatment, which is

usually attributed to pressure to ‘do something’ via the medicinal route. Ideally, only

explaining and counselling could suffice in most of such cases. However, there is a tendency

to visit hospitals for every little complaint, which may be self-limiting or require only a

lifestyle rejig. People forget that hospitals are not health resorts. There is a need to reduce the

role of hospitals and doctors by 70-80 per cent, which is possible through health education.

Setting up a large number of medical institutes (AIIMS) at huge costs but with poor

infrastructure and shortage of trained manpower will not only be wasteful, but also counter-

productive. Making the community aware about the hazards of ‘overtreatment’ and teaching

medical students and doctors about the importance of delivery of high-quality but low-cost

care can go a long way in economising on medical bills. The ‘fee for service’ model and the

greed of hospitals, pharmaceutical houses, medical device suppliers and other stakeholders to

earn higher profits are worrisome trends. Pressure groups trying to extract their pound of

flesh from Ayushman Bharat packages are a living example of working for profit rather than

service.

Splurging on ‘attractive’ healthcare packages or popping pills every day under the

misconception that these are necessary to remain healthy bear testimony to our recklessness.

Doctors routinely order electrocardiogram and other tests for people who don’t need them.

Some women get cervical cancer testing done annually, even though it is recommended every

3-5 years. Unfortunately, the medical system is plagued by the lure of cash incentives for

prescribing or conducting tests and procedures. Patients often insist that a medical service

provider must write a prescription or perform a test and not merely deliver a ‘lecture’ on

health education. This mindset has contributed to the abuse of scanty medical resources.

Considering our growing population, this approach needs a paradigm shift.

Once you are labelled a ‘patient’, it is difficult to shed the tag, unless a good doctor tries to

restore normalcy. India has to raise a workforce of such doctors, since we cannot afford to

waste money and resources on avoidable medical treatment.



Zika Virus

Tailing a virus (The Hindu:20190228)

https://www.thehindu.com/opinion/op-ed/tailing-a-virus/article26391160.ece

The Zika outbreak response should not end when an outbreak ends

It is a time of peace and quiet for India on the Zika front. Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan,

which saw large outbreaks late last year, stopped seeing new cases before the year end. For

health authorities, the temptation may be to consider the threat past, and move on to more

pressing concerns, like the large number of H1N1 influenza cases this year. The truth,

however, is that this is an excellent time to study Zika epidemiology in India. Public health

officials must do this while disseminating data quickly and transparently, so that it can be

analysed by the global scientific community. This is in India’s best interests.

All strains can hurt

What are the data that health authorities should be collecting? First, they must leave no stone

unturned in following up on every pregnant woman who was diagnosed Zika positive in

Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. When the epidemics began, there were worrying indications

that Central and State health officials were downplaying the risk to pregnant women. Even

though there is no evidence conclusively linking a particular viral strain or mutation with

foetal anomalies, the Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR) said the Rajasthan strain

did not have the S139N mutation linked to microcephaly.

This is incorrect. Even though microcephaly was first observed as a consequence of Zika

during the 2015 Brazilian epidemic, strains other than the Brazilian strain, which do not have

the S139N mutation, have been linked with the abnormality. For example, in 2017, when the

virus from a foetus with microcephaly in Thailand was sequenced, it did not have the S139N

mutation. Researchers also showed that a 1966 Malaysian virus strain — isolated long before

Zika was seen to cause microcephaly in Brazil — was as effective at infecting foetal mouse

brains as the Brazilian one. In another 2017 study, published in Development, a strain from

the African virus lineage, which was hitherto not thought to cause microcephaly, was seen to

be more damaging to mouse brains than the Asian lineage (to which the Brazilian strain

belongs).Given this research, we must assume that all Zika strains can cause microcephaly.

If this is the case, why did the link between microcephaly and Zika become evident only in

the 2015 Latin American epidemic? Prior to this, numerous outbreaks had occurred in

Southeast Asia. Yet, no one picked up on this phenomenon. Scientists have proposed several

explanations for this mystery. One is that Zika has always caused microcephaly, although the

link became obvious only in Brazil because so many people were infected. Another

possibility is that poverty and malnutrition worsen the progression of the disease in pregnant



women. This would explain why northeast Brazil, with its widespread poverty, was the most

severely affected by microcephaly. Scientists are also probing whether simultaneous infection

with dengue or chikungunya make the children of Zika-infected women more prone to foetal

anomalies. Two studies published earlier this year show conflicting evidence for the role of

dengue. The first, published in Immunity, showed that in mice, the presence of dengue

antibodies led to more placental damage and restricted foetal growth due to Zika. Another

study in Science showed that people infected by dengue were protected against Zika during

an outbreak in Salvador, Brazil.

Given this conflicting evidence, scientists are very far from understanding what makes Zika

deadly to foetuses. This means that any data on how the pregnancies of Zika-infected women

pan out in India can be enlightening. Careful studies must be carried out to see if there is

increased prevalence of microcephaly, and to understand the risk-factors. Already, the

TORCH (Toxoplasmosis, Other, Rubella, Cytomegalovirus, and Herpes) infections are

known to cause foetal abnormalities, including microcephaly, among newborns. Wherever

women are screened for TORCH, they must also be screened for Zika.

It’s also important to remember that the Zika risk doesn’t end after the baby is born healthy.

The experience of Latin America showed that even healthy newborns can go on to develop

symptoms later. This has led to estimates of the incidence of birth defects being revised

upwards.

Herd immunity

The other important bit of actionable information that health authorities can and should

gather concerns population immunity. To study immunity, authorities must conduct

seroprevalence surveys, in which they screen people in several States for antibodies to zika.

Many Indians could well have such antibodies, which means they are protected to some

extent. The reason they are likely to have antibodies is because the Rajasthan outbreak virus

was around in the State since at least 2016. Moreover, as a recent paper by researchers from

the National Institute of Virology revealed, the Rajasthan strain is endemic to Asia, which

means it could have been in India for decades now. Still, exposure to the virus does not

guarantee a lifetime of protection. So, seroprevalence surveys are needed to identify pockets

of low immunity in India. Health authorities can then focus their efforts on these regions,

because they would be most vulnerable to future outbreaks.

It is true that seroprevalence studies are not easy to do, given the cross-reactivity that plagues

flaviviruses. The Enzyme-linked immunosorbent Assay (ELISA), which is commonly used in

seroprevalence studies to detect antibodies, can throw up false positives for Zika if a person

has dengue antibodies. This is because dengue antibodies can neutralise Zika and vice versa.

Separating dengue from Zika

The good news is that researchers are working to develop alternative tests that are specific to

Zika alone. One multinational team, including Swiss firm Humabs BioMed, has developed an

ELISA test that is able to distinguish Zika from dengue. The test was used in a survey at



Managua, Nicaragua after a large epidemic hit the city in 2016. It found that in 2017, 56% of

tested adults had antibodies to Zika, suggesting that the city wouldn’t see another large

epidemic in the near future. India should consider doing such surveys too.

The outbreaks in Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh have seemingly ended, which is good news.

But given that the virus is already in these States, and these States have well connected

transportation links, there is reason to expect future outbreaks when the mosquito season

begins again. Outbreak response should not end when an outbreak ends, because that is when

efforts to contain the next epidemic begin. If India is lucky, the next epidemic will not be a

big one. But it is not an assumption that health authorities should make.

Parkinson's Disease

Parkinson’s drug trial offers glimmer of hope for cell repair (The Hindu:20190228)

https://www.thehindu.com/sci-tech/health/parkinsons-drug-trial-offers-glimmer-of-hope-for-

cell-repair/article26390833.ece

While clinical tests have been disappointing, brain scans show promising effects

An experimental drug could offer hope for restoring damaged brain cells in Parkinson’s

patients, scientists said on Wednesday, although they cautioned that a clinical trial was not

able to prove that the treatment slowed or halted the neurodegenerative disease.

The trial involved delivery of a protein therapy directly into the brains of Parkinson’s

patients. Scientists said some brain scans revealed “extremely promising” effects on damaged

neurons of those who received the treatment.

“The spatial and relative magnitude of the improvement in the brain scans is beyond anything

seen previously in trials,” said Alan Whone, a Parkinson’s specialist at Britain’s Bristol

University who co-led the trial.

Researchers said the therapy warranted further investigation even though it failed to

demonstrate improvement of symptoms in patients who received it when compared to others

given a placebo.

“The primary outcome was disappointing,” Dr. Whone told reporters at a briefing in London.

Parkinson’s is a neurodegenerative disease that affects around 1% to 2% of people over age

65. It causes tremors, muscle stiffness and movement and balance problems. Although some



medicines can improve symptoms, there is no cure or treatment that can slow progression of

the disease.

Tubes in brains

This trial involved 41 patients who all underwent robot-assisted surgery to have tubes placed

into their brains.

That allowed doctors to infuse either the experimental treatment — called Glial Cell Line

Derived Neurotrophic Factor (GDNF) - or a placebo directly to the affected brain areas.

GDNF is made by privately-held Canadian biotech firm MedGenesis Therapeutix.

Half of the patients were given monthly GDNF infusions and half received monthly placebo

infusions. After nine months, all participants were offered the GDNF infusions for a further

nine months.

Results showed some signs of improvements, Dr. Whone said, but there was no significant

difference between the treatment and placebo groups. He said this was in part due to the

sizeable placebo effect in this trial.

The placebo effect has been known to confound clinical trials of treatments for conditions

involving the brain, boosted by patients’ expectations that a potential treatment will work.

But the brain scan results suggested the drug might be starting to reawaken damaged brain

cells. After nine months, there was no change in the scans of patients who received a placebo,

but those who got GDNF showed major changes in a key area of the brain affected by the

disease.

Dr. Whone said this suggested GDNF could be “a means to possibly reawaken and restore”

brain cells that are gradually destroyed in Parkinson’s.

Child Health

World’s smallest baby boy goes home from Japan hospital (The Hindu:20190228)

https://www.thehindu.com/news/international/worlds-smallest-baby-boy-goes-home-from-

japan-hospital/article26391031.ece

A baby boy weighing 268 grams when born in August 2018 and, right, at 3.2 kg now.

He was delivered at 24 weeks, and treated for five months



A baby born in Tokyo, weighing the same as a beetroot has gone home healthy, became the

smallest newborn boy in the world to leave hospital safely.

The tiny tot weighed just 268 grams when he was delivered at 24 weeks, reportedly after he

stopped growing in the womb.

He was so small he fit in an adult’s cupped hands.

But after five months of treatment, he now weighs 3.238 kilos, is feeding normally, and has

been discharged, Keio University Hospital said.

“I can only say I’m happy that he has grown this big because honestly, I wasn’t sure he could

survive,” the boy’s mother said.

Dr. Takeshi Arimitsu, who treated the infant, said he wanted to tell people that “there is a

possibility that babies will be able to leave the hospital in good health even though they are

born small”.

Keio University Hospital said the boy was believed to now hold the record for the smallest

newborn boy to be discharged from a hospital in good health. The record was previously held

by a boy born in Germany in 2009 weighing just 274 grams, the hospital said, citing a

registry put together by University of Iowa for the world’s tiniest surviving babies.

The smallest surviving girl was born in Germany in 2015 weighing 252 grams, according to

the registry.

The survival rate of the smallest babies is substantially lower for boys compared with girls.

Experts are still not entirely sure why, though there have been suggestions it could be partly

related to the slower development of lungs in male babies, Keio hospital said.

The baby was discharged last week, two months after his initial due date, local media said.

Japan has one of the world’s lowest rates of infant mortality, according to UNICEF.



Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis

ALS: New technique prevents toxic protein deposits in cells (Medical News

Today:20190228)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324568.php

The vast majority of people who develop the rare neurological disease amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis have one feature in common: toxic buildup of faulty TDP-43 protein in the affected

nerve cells.

One recent study tackled the toxic protein deposits that characterize 97 percent of ALS cases.

Postmortem evidence suggests that 97 percent of people with amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

(ALS) have these toxic protein deposits.

There is also evidence that faulty TDP-43 occurs in 45 percent of frontotemporal dementia,

60 percent of Alzheimer's disease, and 80 percent of chronic traumatic encephalopathy cases.

Now, scientists at the University of Pittsburgh in Pennsylvania have developed an approach

that could prevent the formation of toxic TDP-43 deposits.

They recreated conditions that would lead to a buildup of TDP-43 followed by cell death in

cultured human nerve cells.

At this point, they noticed that the deposits only formed when certain molecules that target

TDP-43 — namely, the protein's RNA binding partners — were missing. Adding a molecule

that could mimic the action of the missing RNA binding partners, however, prevented TDP-

43 deposits from forming in the cells.

The study, which now features in the journal Neuron, is unique in that it focuses on proteins

rather than genes.

"Instead," explains senior study author Christopher J. Donnelly, Ph.D., who is an assistant

professor of neurobiology, "of targeting the gene that causes disease in a subset of patients,

we're targeting the proteins that clump in nearly all of them."

"That's never been done before," he adds.

ALS lies on a 'neurodegenerative spectrum'

ALS, a progressive condition, causes the death of the nerve cells, or neurons, that control

voluntary movement. The nerve cells that die include those that allow people to talk, walk,

and chew.



According to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), due to incomplete

records, it's not clear how many people in the United States have ALS.

However, where reports do exist, they suggest that "almost 16,000 people" had ALS in the

U.S. in 2014, and about 5,000 people per year learn that they have the disease.

ALS: Immune cells may slow disease progression

Could injections of correctly functioning regulatory T cells slow disease progression?

There is currently no cure for ALS, and there are no effective treatments that slow, stop, or

reverse the progress of the condition. ALS can develop at any age, but it most commonly

develops in people aged 55–75, and men are slightly more likely to develop it than women.

Most people live 2–5 years after symptoms start, although there are cases in which people

survive longer. The renowned physicist and cosmologist Stephen Hawking, for instance, died

55 years after learning that he had developed ALS in 1963.

In their study background, Dr. Donnelly and colleagues note that because of a "[s]ignificant

overlap of clinical, genetic, and neuropathological features," scientists have proposed that

ALS and frontotemporal dementia lie at different points on the same "neurodegenerative

disease spectrum."

New approach investigates proteins

They decided to investigate proteins instead of genes because, as Dr. Donnelly explains, "the

vast majority of patients with neurodegenerative disorders do not have specific mutations."

The time was ripe for an investigation of TDP-43 because, thanks to new technology, it was

possible to observe the protein's interactions inside cells. This was not possible before.

The team used optogenetics, which is a new technology wherein scientists can use light

beams to nudge molecules inside cells toward certain interactions.

They created ALS-like disease conditions in a dish and then observed what happened when

they nudged the TDP-43 proteins toward each other.

The scientists watched as the human nerve cells died after TDP-43 proteins clumped together

inside them.

Further investigation revealed that the proteins only formed toxic deposits in the absence of

their RNA binding partners.

It seems that the RNA binding partners protect the nerve cells by attaching to the TDP-43

proteins and preventing them from clumping together.

'Bait-oligonucleotides' attached to proteins

Inspired by what they saw, the researchers developed an oligonucleotide molecule that

specifically targets and attaches to TDP-43 like an RNA binding partner.



The approach worked: The team saw how the proteins did not form deposits in the presence

of introduced oligonucleotides, and that the cells continued to live. Dr. Donnelly says that

they nicknamed the molecules "bait-oligonucleotides."

He and his team believe that similar approaches using "disease in a dish" and "bait"

molecules could work in other neurodegenerative disorders involving faulty proteins.

These include Alzheimer's disease, in which tangles of tau protein build up inside cells, and

in Parkinson's disease, in which cells become clogged with deposits of a-synuclein protein.

However, there is still a lot of work to do to translate the promising results of the laboratory

into a treatment that will work in humans.

"If you're fishing, you're trying to use bait to trap the fish. In our case, we're leaving the bait

there for the extra protein to keep it from clumping together."

Christopher J. Donnelly, Ph.D.

Neurology

Obesity and the 'self-control' brain area: What is the link? (Medical News

Today:20190228)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324560.php

New research suggests that there is a "reciprocal relationship" between obesity and the brain's

prefrontal cortex — an area scientists associate with self-control, among other functions.

Exercise may indirectly help us control our eating behaviors by strengthening a brain area

responsible for self-control.

Many people think obesity, overeating, or losing weight are simply matters of willpower and

self-control, a belief that has contributed majorly to discrimination and weight stigma.

But more and more neuroscientific studies show that physiological reactions we are not even

aware of, let alone have a say over, regulate much of our appetite.

For instance, studies have suggested that upon entering a restaurant, our brains are

unconsciously responding to the surrounding food cues, causing us to eat more than we

planned.



Moreover, a recent study has shown that a hormone called asprosin controls "hunger"

neurons in our brains. The hormone "switches on" appetite-stimulating neurons while

"silencing" the activity of appetite-suppressing neurons.

New research has now looked deeper into the connection between appetite, self-control, and

the brain. Specifically, Cassandra Lowe, a BrainsCAN postdoctoral fellow at the Western

University in Ontario, Canada, led scientists who examined the link between obesity and a

brain area they typically associate with self-control — the prefrontal cortex.

Lowe and colleagues wondered if there were individual variations in the structure and

functionality of the prefrontal cortex that might "predispose" someone to consuming too

many "calorie-dense foods." Conversely, they questioned if obesity leads to changes in the

structure and functionality of this brain area.

The researchers published their findings in the journal Trends in Cognitive Sciences.

The role of the prefrontal cortex in obesity

As Lowe and colleagues explain in their work, in order to account for obesity, existing

neuroscientific studies have so far centered on the reward-processing mechanisms and areas

in the brain. Namely, the "striatum, midbrain, amygdala, and orbitofrontal cortex," as well as

the dopamine-releasing dorsal striatum have been the focus of much research.

However, explain the authors of the latest review, the prefrontal cortex may be just as crucial.

This area is important for executive function, complex decision making, and planning future

actions; the area also acts as a "filter" that helps a person express the appropriate response to

a social situation.

Appetite-controlling brain cells could help us lose weight

Manipulating these cells may help control the obesity epidemic, researchers suggest.

Lowe and colleagues say there is a significant body of research suggesting that individuals

who have less prefrontal cortex activity when making a decision may also be prone to craving

more calorie-dense foods. Such people may also be more vulnerable to food cues, such as

food advertisements.

But the story does not end here. Such behaviors say the researchers, in turn, may inform

changes in the brain that then lead to food overconsumption in a mutually reinforcing

relationship between obesity and the prefrontal cortex.

"It's not just the case that obesity is causing these issues in the brain structure and function,

but it is this reciprocal relationship — that differences in brain structure and function can

cause obesity — that's really important," says Lowe.

"Our review shows that if you have lower prefrontal activity, it can predispose you to

overeating, which in turn can lead to weight gain and obesity."



Cassandra Lowe

The authors hope that the findings will pave the way for new treatments. "By reframing the

issue of obesity around prefrontal activity, as opposed to reward region responsivity, we can

explore treatments and preventative measures that may inhibit unwanted weight gain," Lowe

explains.

How exercise and mindfulness could help

Some of the things we can do to improve the activity of our prefrontal cortex and implicitly

regulate our eating behaviors include exercise and mindfulness.

"Exercise has been shown to increase activity in our prefrontal cortex," suggests Lowe,

"which in turn lets us better ignore food cravings, going well beyond its traditional role as

merely a means of getting rid of surplus calories."

Also, "By focusing on the healthiness and long-term consequences of the food we are eating

instead of just taste, we are able to make better dietary choices," continues Lowe, referring to

the benefits of mindfulness.

Study co-author Amy Reichelt, who is also a BrainsCAN postdoctoral fellow at Western

University, explains the role of the prefrontal cortex in the eating habits of teens.

"Making good eating habits during our formative childhood and adolescent years can help set

healthy eating up for life and ensure the prefrontal cortex functions correctly," Reichelt says.

"At this age, an adolescent's prefrontal cortex is not fully developed, which in part explains

the impulsive and hot-headed decision making of our youth — the control system isn't fully

engaged yet."

"Related to this aptitude for poor decision making are poor eating habits," continues the

researcher, "with adolescents eating more unnecessary calories from junk foods than any

other age group, a habit that can last into adulthood."

However, the authors admit that more research is needed to certify the benefits of exercise

and mindfulness for treating obesity, as well as to determine how best to implement these

therapies.



Cancer

New device can detect cancer in just a drop of blood (Medical News Today:20190228)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324558.php

Some types of cancer, such as ovarian cancer, tend to remain undetected until they are too

advanced for treatment to be effective. Now, an innovative tool may be able to detect cancer

easily, quickly, and in minuscule amounts of blood.

A newly developed, highly sensitive device can detect cancer in very small clinical samples.

In a bid to find a simple, effective way of identifying hard-to-diagnose cancers, researchers

from the University of Kansas (KU) in Lawrence and the KU Cancer Center and KU Medical

Center in Kansas City have now developed an ultrasensitive cancer-detecting device.

The device, which is called a "3-D-nanopatterned microfluidic chip," could successfully

detect cancer markers in the tiniest drop of blood or in a component of the blood called

plasma.

Lead author Yong Zeng, an associate professor of chemistry at KU, and his team describe

how the novel tool works in a paper that the journal Nature Biomedical Engineering has

published.

This device, the scientists explain, identifies and diagnoses cancer by "filtering" for

exosomes, which are tiny vesicles that some eukaryotic cells produce.

In the case of cancer cells, exosomes contain biological information that can direct tumor

growth and spread.

"Historically, people thought exosomes were like 'trash bags' that cells could use to dump

unwanted cellular contents," Zeng explains. "But, in the past decade," he adds, "scientists

realized they were quite useful for sending messages to recipient cells and communicating

molecular information important in many biological functions."

"Basically, tumors send out exosomes packaging active molecules that mirror the biological

features of the parental cells. While all cells produce exosomes, tumor cells are really active

compared to normal cells," Zeng notes.

A high-sensitivity diagnostic tool

The novel device is a 3-D nanoengineering tool with a herringbone pattern that "combs" for

exosomes, pushing them to come into contact with the surface of the tool's chip for analysis.

This process is called "mass transfer."



"People have developed smart ideas to improve mass transfer in microscale channels, but

when particles are moving closer to the sensor surface, they're separated by a small gap of

liquid that creates increasing hydrodynamic resistance," notes Zeng.

"Here, we developed a 3-D nanoporous herringbone structure that can drain the liquid in that

gap to bring the particles in hard contact with the surface where probes can recognize and

capture them," he further explains.

New breath test for cancer currently under trial

In a new clinical trial, researchers are putting the effectiveness of a 'breath test' for cancer to

the test.

In order to develop this state-of-the-art device, Zeng and team collaborated with Andrew

Godwin, who is an expert in tumor biomarkers and the current deputy director of KU Cancer

Center.

To test the chip's effectiveness, the researchers used clinical samples from individuals with

ovarian cancer, a type of cancer that is notoriously hard to detect.

In doing so, the team found that the chip was able to detect the presence of this cancer in even

the tiniest amount of plasma.

"Our collaborative studies continue to bear fruit and advance an area crucial in cancer

research and patient care — namely, innovative tools for early detection," says Godwin,

pointing out that, "This area of study is especially important for cancers such as ovarian,

given the vast majority of women are diagnosed at an advanced stage when, sadly, the

disease is for the most part incurable."

Multiple clinical applications

The researchers are also thrilled that the new device is easy to make, as well as being cheap

to produce, meaning that wide distribution could be possible without increasing patient costs.

"What we created here is a 3-D nanopatterning method without the need for any fancy

nanofabrication equipment — an undergraduate or even a high school student can do it in my

lab," notes Zeng.

"This is so simple and low-cost it has great potential to translate into clinical settings," he

emphasizes, explaining that the team "[has] been collaborating with Dr. Godwin and other

research labs at the KU Cancer Center and the molecular biosciences department to further

explore the translational applications of the technology."

Even more importantly, Zeng and colleagues argue that this innovative device is, in principle,

very adaptable. They believe that in the future, doctors could use it to diagnose many

different forms of cancer, as well as other diseases.



"Now, we're looking at cell-culture models, animal models, and also clinical patient samples,

so we are truly doing some translational research to move the device from the lab setting to

more clinical applications," the lead researcher says.

"Almost all mammalian cells release exosomes, so the application is not just limited to

ovarian cancer or any one type of cancer. We're working with people to look at

neurodegenerative diseases, breast and colorectal cancers, for example."

Arthritis

Study ties arthritis pain reliever to heart valve disease (Medical News Today:20190228)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324555.php

A recent study has linked a common prescription drug that people with arthritis use to relieve

pain and inflammation to a heart valve problem.

New research suggests that the pain reliever celecoxib may raise the risk of heart valve

disease.

The drug, which has the generic name celecoxib and the brand name Celebrex, belongs to a

category of nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs) known as COX-2 inhibitors.

After analyzing thousands of electronic medical records, scientists at Vanderbilt University in

Nashville, TN, found a link between using celecoxib specifically and a higher chance of

having aortic stenosis.

Aortic stenosis is a condition that narrows the aortic valve in the heart and restricts blood

flow through it. It commonly results from scarring and calcification, or calcium buildup,

during aging.

In laboratory tests, the researchers also found that treating aortic valve cells with celecoxib

increased calcification of the cells.

These findings, now published in JACC: Basic to Translational Science, appear to contradict

a 2016 NEJM study that declared that celecoxib was no riskier for the heart than the older

NSAIDs naproxen and ibuprofen.



However, the authors note that the earlier study focused "on acute, relatively short-term, and

thrombotic events," and did not examine outcomes related to valve disease, which takes

longer to develop.

"In this study," says first author Meghan A. Bowler, Ph.D., who worked on the investigation

in the Department of Biomedical Engineering, "we're adding a long-term perspective on

celecoxib use."

Aortic stenosis and aging

Aortic stenosis is a stiffening of the valve that sits between the aorta and the left ventricle of

the heart. The stiffening causes blood to pass less easily from the heart into the aorta, from

which it then flows to the rest of the body.

While some people have aortic stenosis because of a birth defect, the most common cause is

the buildup of calcium deposits and scarring during aging.

Rheumatoid arthritis: Scientists stop tissue damage

People with rheumatoid arthritis have a fault in their immune T cells. Repairing it could stop

inflammation and tissue damage.

In their study paper, the authors note that more than 1 in 4 people over the age of 65 in the

United States have the type of aortic stenosis that develops from calcium buildup.

The disease is progressive and, due to the lack of suitable drugs, the only effective treatment

is to replace the valve surgically.

It was concern about the lack of effective drugs that spurred the researchers to investigate the

already-approved celecoxib as a treatment for aortic stenosis.

Celecoxib increased calcification

They chose celecoxib because previous studies had suggested that it might be effective

against a protein called cadherin-11 that is active in calcific aortic valve disease. These

studies showed that celecoxib binds to the protein.

However, when they tested the effect of celecoxib on valve cells, the investigators found that

it had the opposite result; it appeared to increase calcification and other markers of tissue

stiffening.

"Unexpectedly," they note, "celecoxib treatment led to hallmarks of myofibroblast activation

and calcific nodule formation in vitro."

Having established the laboratory result, the researchers then looked for clinical evidence.

They analyzed 8,600 long-term electronic medical records for links between diagnosis of

heart valve disease and use of celecoxib, ibuprofen, and naproxen.



The analysis revealed that taking celecoxib was tied to 20 percent increased odds of

developing aortic stenosis. It found no links between aortic stenosis and ibuprofen or

naproxen.

The authors conclude that "Overall, these data suggest that celecoxib use is associated with

the development of [calcific aortic valve disease]."

Dimethyl celecoxib could be safer

In a discussion of the study's limitations, the scientists highlight the fact that they used heart

valves from pigs in their laboratory tests.

This is standard practice because pig heart valves tend to be healthier than human heart cells,

which usually come from donors with health conditions that could influence the results.

They suggest that further studies should now seek to confirm these findings in human or a

variety of mouse models of heart valves.

The researchers also tested dimethyl celecoxib, which is an inactive form of celecoxib. They

found that this drug could be a safer option than celecoxib for people with aortic stenosis and

intend to continue researching it.

"Calcification in the aortic valve can take many years. So, if you're at a higher risk for it, you

might want to consider taking a different [pain reliever] or rheumatoid arthritis treatment."

Meghan A. Bowler, Ph.D.

Sleep Disorder

Insomnia: Certain types of brain cell explain genetic risk (Medical News

Today:20190228)

https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/324546.php

New research in the journal Nature Genetics identifies individual types of brain cell and brain

areas that are involved in insomnia, offering new treatment targets for this condition.

New research helps explain why some people struggle to sleep.

Insomnia affects about a third of people living in the United States and approximately 770

million people worldwide.



As many people with insomnia will know, there is a tendency to think that falling asleep is a

matter of willpower.

However, more and more studies are showing that it actually has a strong neurobiological

component.

For instance, in 2016, scientists found abnormalities in the white matter tracts of people

living with insomnia, as well as in parts of their limbic system. More recent studies have

uncovered specific genetic variants linked with insomnia risk.

Now, an international team of researchers has gone further, analyzing genetic data from over

1.3 million people in an attempt to tease out the individual genes, brain cell types, brain areas,

and neurobiological processes that underlie insomnia.

Danielle Posthuma, a professor of statistical genetics at the Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam in

the Netherlands, led the new research with Eus Van Someren, a neurophysiology professor at

the Netherlands Institute for Neuroscience in Amsterdam.

Study yields 'spectacular results'

Using data from the UK Biobank and DNA testing company 23andMe, the researchers

assembled genetic and sleep information on 1,331,010 people, making this the largest genetic

dataset that scientists have ever used to study insomnia.

They found 202 genetic loci and 956 risk genes for insomnia. Also, further analyses revealed

that some of these genes were key to the functioning of axons, or extensions of nerve cells

that facilitate electrical communication with other neurons.

Also, the researchers found a significant number of insomnia risk genes that were switched

on in certain cells in the cortical and subcortical tissues of the brain.

Insomnia breakthrough: Scientists identify 5 types

Each type is related to a distinct set of personality traits.

Specifically, the types of cell implicated in insomnia included "striatal, hypothalamic, and

claustrum neurons." The results "provide new treatment targets," explain the study authors.

Prof. Posthuma comments on the findings, saying, "Our study shows that insomnia, like so

many other neuropsychiatric disorders, is influenced by [hundreds] of genes, each of small

effect."

"These genes by themselves are not that interesting to look at," she adds. "What counts is

their combined effect on the risk of insomnia."

Another key finding was that insomnia had more risk genes in common with psychiatric

conditions such as depression and anxiety than it did with other sleep characteristics, such as

being a "night owl" or a "morning lark."



This is "[a] very important finding," notes Prof. Van Someren, "because we have always

searched for causes of insomnia in the brain circuits that regulate sleep."

"We have to shift our attention to the circuits that regulate emotion, stress, and tension. Our

first results in that direction are already spectacular."

Prof. Eus Van Someren

Study co-author Guus Smit, a neurobiologist at Vrije Universiteit Amsterdam, says, "These

findings are a breakthrough, since we can now for the first time start searching for underlying

mechanisms in individual brain cells in the laboratory."

Infant Birth Weight

Steroid injections linked to lower infant birth weights: Study (New Kerala:20190228)

https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/107289/steroid-injections-linked-to-lower-infant-

birth-weights-study.html

London, Feb 27: Steroid injections given to mothers at risk of giving birth prematurely are

likely to deliver babies with lower body weights, says a new study.

The study showed that pre-term babies whose mothers received antenatal corticosteroid

therapy (ACT) on average weighed 220 grams less than infants who had not received

treatment.

The weight difference was 141 grams for near term babies and 89 grams for full-term babies.

In addition, babies who received ACT but delivered at term were also smaller in size when

matched against babies born at term without the treatment.

"We have known from animal studies that steroid treatment could affect foetal growth. It is

still unclear whether the reduction in birth weight of the treated infants is directly caused by

the drug or due to the complications that led to the treatment," said Professor Alina

Rodriguez from the University of Lincoln.

"This study adds weight to calls for a review of the current guidelines for management of

threatened pre-term birth and for who should receive steroid treatment," Rodriguez added.



For the study, the team used data from 2,78,508 births to see if the link between reduced birth

weight and size was related to the steroid treatment or to other factors.

The findings, published in the journal PLOS Medicine, showed that more than four per cent

of children were born pre-term (before 37 weeks).

A total of 4,887 women were given ACT, and 2,173 exposed babies were born at term (37

weeks).

The fact that this treatment may reduce the foetal growth should be considered in future

research and recommendations, suggested Marjo-Riitta Jarvelin, Professor from the varsity.

Worldwide, about 1.5 million babies are born premature annually.

Complications resulting from premature birth, especially those related to breathing problems,

are the leading cause of death in infants and morbidity in survivors. Therefore, ACT is used

before birth to help mature the lungs rapidly.

Maternal Health

Maternal delivery complications higher during night, weekends: Study (New

Kerala:20190228)

https://www.newkerala.com/news/read/106989/maternal-delivery-complications-higher-

during-night-weekends-study.html

New York, Feb 27: Women who deliver babies during night time, weekends and even on

holidays are more likely to face complications, finds a new study.

The study, published in Risk Analysis journal, showed that the odds of a mother experiencing

a delivery complication are 21.3 per cent higher during night time.

A mother delivering a baby on a weekend is 8.6 per cent more likely to encounter a

complication than a mother delivering on a weekday, while the risk of delivery complications

were found to increase by 29 per cent on holidays.

Obstetric care in hospital settings is a team effort and ineffective teamwork has been

implicated in an estimated 75 per cent of preventable medical errors, said Sammy Zahran,

Associate Professor from the Colorado State University in the US.



"Across an ensemble of hospital situations where clinical quality is known to vary

independently of patient characteristics and volume, we see corresponding variation in the

risk of preventable harm to expectant mothers," Zahran said.

Hospitals could decrease the risk of harm to mothers by putting more emphasis on scheduling

inexperienced physicians with more senior health professionals, the researchers suggested.

For the study, the team analysed more than two million cases from Texas.
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